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I argue that presentism – the view that only what is present exists – is incompatible with
the existence of temporal parts. This investigation has important consequences beyond its
intrinsic interest. To briefly mention just two of them: firstly, consider blatant truths like “a
football match lasts longer than its first half”, or “the afternoon is part of the day”. Since
they embed the predicate of proper temporal parthood, their truth requires the existence of
temporal parts. Nonetheless, if under presentism there are no temporal parts, presentism
is committed to the falsity of such claims. This may be embarrassing for presentists. Sec-
ondly, the compatibility of presentism with the existence of temporal parts (hence also with
non-instantaneous events) is a widespread assumption, whose falsity would undercut some
popular motivations for presentism. For instance, plausibly, if there are no events, then there
is no change. However, many presentists advertise their view as the only one that delivers
the best account of genuine change in reality. At any rate, I trust that these considerations
suffice to bring out how important the compatibility of presentism and temporal parts is.

Before delivering my positive argument for their incompatibility, let me introduce the
principle of Weak Supplementation (WS) and the standard definition of ‘instantaneous tem-
poral part’. Starting with (WS), if x is a proper part of y, then there is z that is also a part
of y and that is disjoint from x. That is, either a whole has at least two proper parts, or it
lacks proper parts. Moving to instantaneous temporal parts, x is an instantaneous temporal
part of y at t =d f (i) x is a part of y at t, (ii) x exists at, but only at, t, and (iii) x overlaps at
t everything that is part of y at t. In other words, my temporal part now is exactly the same,
spatially, as me now, but it exists only for this moment.

That said, my argument first takes the form of a reductio. Informally, if my present tem-
poral part is a proper part of me, then by (WS), there is something else that is also a part of
me and that is disjoint from my present temporal part. But if there is such a thing, then it is
non-present (since if it were present, it would be overlapped by my present temporal part by
definition). However, given presentism, there are no non-present entities, hence my present
temporal part is not a proper part of me. So it can be, at best, an improper one, which would
result in me just being my present temporal part. Thus, under (WS) and presentism, there
are no temporal parts.

Finally, I reply to some objections, like construing non-present temporal parts as ersatz
entities, and rendering (WS) tense-sensitive. I also hope to say constructive things about
mereology and location along the way. I conclude that presentism is incompatible with the
existence of temporal parts.


